
Can Must Should

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Besides, I _________ like to see Florida.1.

At times, too, it _________ be confessed, the Spaniards were in similar
uncertainty whether to receive the French as traders or to slay them-if they
could-as enemies.

2.

The Bedford party, as a party, had, as far as we _________ discover, no
principle whatever.
3.

I _________'t think what they all see in me.4.

Who would- _________'t you see?5.

I _________ like to see a Yankee advertisement like this!6.

Or will he be the same old silly ass, no use to anybody, always dirty,
always smiling, always in the way, a clumsy, blundering fool of a dog who
knows you _________'t help loving him?

7.

There _________ be no doubt that her coiffure was perfect.8.

Well, I _________'t help being a skeleton, and you are to take this devious
passage for an apology.
9.

There _________ be no doubt that the presence of man has exerted a
very marked and friendly influence upon them, since they so multiply in his
society.

10.

I _________ confess that I was both puzzled and astounded at the
sudden and amazing change that had come over the boy; but the secret soon
came out.

11.

Yes, pitying kindness, which is a bitter sweet in which the amiable
ingredient _________ hardly be said to predominate.
12.

_________'t you see what it has done to me?13.

Yes, I _________ like to have him work in the plantations.14.
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I'm sure I _________ like to be your partner again.15.

If I were not committed, I _________ like to see her at my feet all tears
and submission.
16.

A native of England, under the operation of these charters and
corporations, _________not be said to be an Englishman in the full sense of
the word.

17.

That is, nobody but Mary Jane thought about it, and, if the truth
_________ be told, she thought more about the doll cart she had wished for
than she did about what she might do to celebrate.

18.

Your dress-I _________'t help being disrespectful under the
circumstances-will be wet through in ten minutes.
19.

It is, I _________ confess, with regret that I pass St. Peter by.20.
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